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IN TOUCH EVERY DAY

Size chart

KLT  
Description

External  
dimensions (mm)

Internal  
dimensions (mm)

Type of corrugated 
cardboard KLT*

Maximum load 
(kg) Lid description Type of corrugated 

cardboard for lid*

151 840 296x196x150 245x168x125 DIN 2.80 BC 146 151 840  DIN 1.50 B

151 841 395x296x150 353x268x125 DIN 2.80 BC 205 151 841 / 151 842 DIN 1.50 B

151 842 395x296x285 353x268x260 DIN 2.80 BC 225 151 841 / 151 842  DIN 1.50 B

151 843 593x395x285 551x367x260 DIN 2.80 BC 227 151 843 / 151 844  DIN 1.50 B

151 844 593x395x150 551x367x125 DIN 2.80 BC 315 151 843 / 151 844  DIN 1.50 B

5 standard sizes or
custom sizes 

Small-load carriers – a big help
in intralogistics and shipping

KLTs

* For our KLTs, we use types of corrugated cardboard that have been bonded with wet strength.

Moreover …

•  We also offer custom sizes and versions according to 
specific requirements.

•  KLT lids are also available for all versions.

•  To make your pallet safe and secure, we also have 
4-point glued lids and bottoms.
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Perfect stackability, extremely stable,  
and suitable for universal use.

Vorteile der Wellpappen-KLTs

•  Low weight:  Low cost in shipping and in the layout of 
the warehouse system (warehouse statics)

•  Optimised premiums for fire insurance   
(Your insurance provider will be more than glad to  
provide more information)

•  Delivered flat and thereby saving warehouse space
•  No cleaning costs
•  Can be used once or multiple times
•  100 % recyclable and produced with a high amount of 

recycled material

Palletising according to a 
modular system

This also means that individual KLTs can be stacked seam-
lessly onto other KLTs of the same type, combined with 
different sizes or event different standardised plastic KLTs. 

Designed according to industry 
standards – our KLTs can also 
be combined with other types 
of KLTs

Small-load carriers are used in the internal logistics of 
production sites as well as in shipping, and the value chain.    
This means that compatibility of different systems plays a 
key role. For example, this is in order to simplify storage 
of various small metall, rubber, plastic or other parts in 
high racks. Our KLTs meet VDA requirements (German 
Association of the Automotive Industry).

Quickly turning a flat cut into a box 

The design of Mondi’s KLTs has been optimised to allow you to quickly set 
up the box as it is delivered – without the need for any tools. This increases 
the efficiency of your processes and reduces costs. 
Service: Upon request, boxes can also be delivered fully set up and for 
equipping your warehouse.

Stacking with no end in sight 

Mondi KLTs have special stacking corners designed for safe 
and repeated stacking. They are also very durable. This smart 
construction uses material from the bottom of the KLT in  
order to form the stacking corners, thereby creating double 
value: Efficient use of material and increased performance.

Universally suitable for diverse 
logistic processes

From storage warehouses to internal packing stations – 
when taking small items out according to a packing plan – 
and back to the warehouse or straight on to a different loca-
tion in the world in a large shipping container or on a pallet – 
our KLTs are ready for it.
•  Automatic storage of small parts
•  Tabular warehousing
•  Storage in dynamic metal shelfing
•  Storage in shelf racks
•  Transport as a transport unit (combined with other types or 

with units of the same type)


